
	
	
	
	
	
	

1st NORTH ATLANTIC AVIATION MUSEUMS AND ARCHIVES MEETING 

On 8 and 9 of September 2017, as part of the program of LPAZ Forum 2017, the 
following museums, archives and associations and their representatives gathered at the 
1st North Atlantic Aviation Museums and Archives Meeting: 

• Museu do Ar de Portugal - Capitão Luísa Abreu 

• Arquivo Histórico da Força Aérea - Alferes Renato Ribeiro 

• US Air Force Historical Research Agency - Daniel Haulman 

• Gander North Atlantic Aviation Museum - Abby Moss 

• Atlantic Air Adventures (Shannon) - Jane Magill 

• Ballygirren ARCC + Foynes Flying Boat & Maritime Museum - Harry 
O'Loughlin 

• Pan Am Historical Foundation - Peter Leslie   

• TWA Museum - John Mays 

• Association Musée Air France + La Piste des Géants Toulouse - Jean-Claude 
Nivet 

• Mémoire Aéropostale - Pierre-Michel Pranville 

• Museu ANA - Drª Fátima Ribeiro 

• Museu SATA - Drª Ana Rodrigues 

• Vintage Aero Clube - Jorge Oliveira e Sousa 

• Associação LPAZ – Álvaro Antunes. 

Following the discussion after the presentations of their museums, archives and 
memberships, these participants drew up the following conclusions and 
recommendations: 

 Conclusions:  

• Participants concluded that the Meeting revealed an enriching experiential 
and conceptual momentum provided by the institutions variety - expressed 
either by their different characteristics (museums, archives and 
associations) or by their geographic locations (in various countries and 
regions of the North Atlantic); in spite if that wealthy variety all were united 
by the same enthusiasm and passion for Aviation and the same dedication 
to preserve its heritage.         

• All participants revealed identical hopes, needs and concerns facinc the 
future of their activity;  

• Needs particularly noted were:  

o The constrains to be able to keep the sustainability of many projects 
and institutions (expressed very often by the difficulties in ensuring 
human resources of volunteering, specialized human resources and 
material resources given by donation or subsidies); 

o  The need to combine the historical heritage preservation mission 
with the mission to educate and form different audiences;  

o The need to promote a proper balanced between the use of physical 
facilities and the use of virtual installations, using the attractiveness of 
new technologies to capture new audiences but without decoupling 
these new tools for recognizing history of the more physical contact 
with the objects in museums, which explain it in a more effectively;  



	
	
	
	
	
	

o The need for museums to combine the concept of permanent fixed 
collections with the production of special events (internal and 
external) and with the traveling exhibits.   

• The participants also enhanced the enormous advantages that cooperative 
action (between museums and with associations, voluntary groups, sponsors 
and others) can add to the viability and stability of the aviation heritage 
preservation projects. 

Recommendations:  

• The participants recommend the creation of a new meeting of Institutions 
preserving the Atlantic Aviation Heritage within two years, pledging to work 
together for its implementation. 

• The participants recommend the creation of a common email  address 
where:  

o they may continue sharing directly amongst themselves their 
activities, projects and achievements;  

o they can discuss topics related to aviation heritage preservation; 

o they can share with each other information they deem useful for their 
activities of preservation and dissemination of aviation heritage;  

o they may increase contacts and, so, create new cooperative or 
networking synergies. 

• The participants recommend the creation of a Committee of 3 persons, 
whose main task will be to coordinate the preparation and organization of 
the next Meeting of Institutions preserving the Atlantic Aviation Heritage. 

o This Committee would be composed by: 

§ Jane Magill 

§ Pierre-Michel Pranville  

§ Alvaro Antunes  
(*) this composition aimed to include 3 linguistic communities 
(English, French, Portuguese) 

o This Committee will meet quarterly by conference call (e.g. Skype; 
Teleconference; video conference or other) and its first meeting will 
take place in the month of November (to test and assess the best 
means to give them continuity and email address).  

o This Committee is also responsible for coordinating issues of debate 
between the e-mail group members (proposed by the Commission 
or by any member of the Group) 

o This Commission will also seek to promote the enlargement of the 
common address email group (whom will be the basis for the next 
meeting) 

 

 

Santa Maria Airport, 9 September 2017 

On behalf of the 1st Meeting, the Secretary 

Álvaro Dias Antunes 


